
Tales From The Trips reveals the stories behind the exciting life of Tales From The Trips reveals the stories behind the exciting life of 
an award-winning photographer and author. Cycle with him to fi fty an award-winning photographer and author. Cycle with him to fi fty 
cities and towns in western Europe, and experience the thrill of cities and towns in western Europe, and experience the thrill of 
speeding down steep mountain passes on skinny tires without a bike speeding down steep mountain passes on skinny tires without a bike 
helmet. Paddle through the wet and cold Alaska wilderness to catch helmet. Paddle through the wet and cold Alaska wilderness to catch 
his fi rst king salmon and feel the warming glow of the sun setting on his fi rst king salmon and feel the warming glow of the sun setting on 
Denali National Park’s Mt. McKinley. Learn about nature’s power by Denali National Park’s Mt. McKinley. Learn about nature’s power by 
witnessing two of the world’s highest tidal waves without worrying witnessing two of the world’s highest tidal waves without worrying 
about earthquakes or tsunamis. Be in the rental car as he slams on about earthquakes or tsunamis. Be in the rental car as he slams on 
his brakes to avoid hitting donkeys in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Drive his brakes to avoid hitting donkeys in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Drive 
on America’s highest paved road to see and taste Rocky Mountain elk. on America’s highest paved road to see and taste Rocky Mountain elk. 
Swim with him through the underground caverns of Mexico’s Yucatan Swim with him through the underground caverns of Mexico’s Yucatan 
Peninsula and see the crystal clear refl ections of millions of years of Peninsula and see the crystal clear refl ections of millions of years of 
geologic transformation. Walk with him on the white sand beaches of geologic transformation. Walk with him on the white sand beaches of 
Costa Rica and witness the miracle of life as disoriented baby green Costa Rica and witness the miracle of life as disoriented baby green 
sea turtles crawl to the sea. sea turtles crawl to the sea. 

An award winning nature photographer and An award winning nature photographer and 
writer, Mr. Bresky earned an undergraduate writer, Mr. Bresky earned an undergraduate 
minor in English at the University of minor in English at the University of 
Pennsylvania. Most recently he completed Pennsylvania. Most recently he completed 
his training to be a volunteer naturalist his training to be a volunteer naturalist 
in metropolitan Portland, Oregon. After in metropolitan Portland, Oregon. After 
receiving a masters degree in public receiving a masters degree in public 
administration he cowrote journalistic-administration he cowrote journalistic-
type reports published by the US General type reports published by the US General 
Accountability Offi ce (GAO) for twenty-Accountability Offi ce (GAO) for twenty-
seven years and traveled extensively in the seven years and traveled extensively in the 

United States. He researched environmental issues, interviewed federal, state United States. He researched environmental issues, interviewed federal, state 
and local experts and reported on natural resource issues including parks, and local experts and reported on natural resource issues including parks, 
forests and fi sh and wildllife management. His reports infl uenced executive forests and fi sh and wildllife management. His reports infl uenced executive 
and legislative branch leaders on both sides of the political aisle. After retiring and legislative branch leaders on both sides of the political aisle. After retiring 
from federal service and earning his teaching certifi cate from Portland State from federal service and earning his teaching certifi cate from Portland State 
University, he taught in Oregon public schools for nine years. As a self-University, he taught in Oregon public schools for nine years. As a self-
employed writer and photographer, he continues to take workshops on writing employed writer and photographer, he continues to take workshops on writing 
and photography and is an active volunteer in the Three Rivers Artists Guild and photography and is an active volunteer in the Three Rivers Artists Guild 
in Oregon City, Oregon.in Oregon City, Oregon.
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Biography/Autobiography/MemoirBiography/Autobiography/Memoir

What Authonomy authors and readers are saying about Tales From The Trips:What Authonomy authors and readers are saying about Tales From The Trips:
—You Rock!You Rock!
—Great story-tellingGreat story-telling
—Fun readFun read
—AmusingAmusing
—Well crafted and polishedWell crafted and polished
—FascinatingFascinating
—Conversational toneConversational tone
—Warm and compellingWarm and compelling
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